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Happy Valentine's Day!
“Love is like wine. To sip is fine, but to empty the bottle is a headache.” --- Julio Iglesias
Customer Appreciation
Socializing, community building,
asking questions of fellow home
fermentation hobbyist and
answering their questions occur
during the first hour of Customer
Appreciation events. During the second hour we
offer an educational component.

ripened cheese. She will be demonstrating how to
make a simple Brie, but can also give insight
regarding this same process for Camembert,
Chaource, and Cambazola production and the ease
with which it can be made around your already
busy schedule.

Fruit/Concentrate Wine Making, Saturday,
February 25, 1:00-4:00
At the January event we experienced the
Unlike Winexpert kits, making wine from fresh
difference cold stabilization can make in the flavor fruit or canned concentrates requires the
profile of a wine. Then we introduced lactic acid preparation of the fruit, balancing of sugar and
to the same wine for another eye opening
acid, and the addition of nutrients. During this
experience. In February we will be discussing
seminar we will be making a batch of fruit wine
brewing water followed by a review of the
demonstrating fruit preparation, recommended
Winexpert line in March.
tests and balancing the wine. We will discuss the
necessary equipment, the fermentation process,
Mark your calendar for the next two events:
clarification and aging, bottling and sanitation.
Sunday, February 12, 3:00-5:00 featuring
German Mosel Valley Gewurztraminer, Lodi
Introduction to Brewing,
Ranch Cabernet Sauvignon, Clan of the Kilt and
Saturday, March 4, 1:00-4:00
Brewing Water at 4ish. Sunday, March 12, 3:00- This seminar will demonstrate just how easy it is
5:00 featuring Trinity White, Stag's Leap Merlot, to get started homebrewing. Jackie will be making
Singapore Stout and a comparative look at the
a one gallon batch of beer during the seminar.
Winexpert line at 4ish. Join us!
Sanitizing and equipment will be discussed as well
Winter Seminars
Because seating is limited, seminars
will require pre-registration with a
$20.00 non-refundable registration fee
payable at the time of registration.
Mold Ripened Cheese, Saturday, February
18, 2017 1:00-3:00
Our guest presenter, Mary Crawford, will be
discussing the required and recommended supplies
while demonstrating how easy it is to make mold

as what we are doing and why, as he goes through
each step of the process. The process is the same
for a five gallon batch, only the quantities are
larger when making a 5
gallon batch.
Sweetheart of a Deal
Aeration System 15% Off
During the first stages of fermentation,
yeast requires lots of oxygen. Oxygen
is removed from wort during the boil

and there is no oxygen in the juice bag in a wine
kit and little water is added. So it's helpful to add
oxygen back to the wort or must to ensure a
healthy and complete fermentation. Yeast is more
likely to have lower attenuation and produce offflavors if there isn't enough oxygen. To cut down
on the lag phase between pitching the yeast and
the onset of vigorous fermentation – aerate! The
Aeration system includes aerator pump, sanitary
air filter, hose and 2 micron diffusion stone. No
assembly required! So give your yeast the oxygen
it need to produce the best possible results.
Regular Price $29.00 Sweetheart Savings
$24.65
Sale price valid through February 2017

your brews.
Regular Price $16.50 Sale Price $14.85
Sale price valid through February 2017

New Products
Stainless Steel Kettle Spider
Attach a straining bag, size to
be determined by the depth of
your kettle, to the center ring.
The spider sits securely on the
top of the kettle with the bag
hanging into the wort, but not
touching the bottom of the
kettle. Add hops or spices to the bag extracting all
their goodness during the boil. Once the boil is
complete, remove the spider and bag from the
Carboy Dryer – On Sale Now – 25% Off
kettle which will also remove the spent hops
This sturdy stand is designed to hold a and/or spices leaving only the hot break in the
3, 5,6 or 6.5 gallon glass carboy
kettle to settle prior to racking. The spider has
(plastic carboys will work too) in the adjustable anti-slip silicone sleeves. The diameter
proper inverted position for draining of the hole to drop the bag into: 3 ¾ inches, length
and complete drying. The mouth of
of the arms 9 inches. $29.95
the carboy is kept elevated away from
moisture while the shoulders of the
Tips & Tidbits
carboy are securely cupped by the
Beating the Lid/Cap Challenge or Saving the
molded plastic stand making it difficult to knock
Nails
over. A great way to keep carboys dry and secure
Don't you just hate breaking you nails
between uses. Stackable and top shelf dishwasher
trying to get the lid off your
safe. Regular Price $11.95 Sale Price - $8.97
fermenting bucket? Or what about the
Sale price valid through February 2017
frustration when you finally get the
yellow cap off the Winexpert juice bag
Muntons Unhopped Malt Extracts – 10% Off
only to have anything from a little bit to a lot of
Established in 1921, Muntons grape juice in the floor. I've done both of these.
has been producing malt and Removing the lid from fermenting buckets and the
malted ingredients for over 95 caps from Winexpert juice bags can be quite a
years. They quickly became challenge. There are very inexpensive tools to
the industry standard for
make the job extremely easy.
quality. Their range of extracts for home brewing
are made exclusively from the finest English 2 row The 2 in 1 Tool Shrink Cap/Decapper Combo
barley. Muntons malt extracts are produced by the not only makes removing the cap from wine bags a
arduous extractions of sugars from malted barley breeze with no mess, but it is the easiest way to
and are subsequently concentrated into a viscous
apply Shrink Capsules on wine bottles. For the
syrup which provide fermentable sugar, natural
best looking results simply slip the shrink capsule
color and impart the traditional rich malty flavor. on the wine bottle, place the 2 in 1 Tool Shrink
Capsule over the top of the shrink capsule, and
Take advantage of these superior extracts available holding the tool against the bottle, submerse the
in: Extra Light, Light, Amber, Dark and Wheat
capsule in boiling water. It takes no more than 3
(45% wheat and 55% barley) 3.3 lb cans when
seconds to shrink the capsule with perfect results
designing your recipes or boosting the gravity of
every time. $4.95

Pail Opening Tool
grow 25 feet in a single season, but will die back
Made of durable plastic, the Pail Opening Tool
to the crown each fall.
makes it easy to leverage those lids off fermenting
buckets. Re-usable. Won't break. $7.25
Hop plants are unisexual, only the female hop
produces the flowers that are used in brewing. All
Wyeast Bitter Winter Private Collection –
rhizomes offered by Bacchus & Barleycorn, Ltd.
Available through March 2017
are female. As the female flower matures, it forms
The Bitter Winter strains: Wyeast cone-like structures. These mature cones are 1 to
British Cask Ale Yeast #1026
3 inches long yellowish green and papery to the
PC, Wyeast English Special
touch. The cones are generally harvested in
Bitter #1768 PC, and Thames
August and September, dried and then used for
Valley Ale II #1882 will only be
whatever brewing, medicinal, or ornamental
available January through March purposes you desire.
2017.
For a complete description of these very special
To order your rhizomes, complete the information
strains see the January 2017 edition of Bacchus E- below and return it to Bacchus & Barleycorn, Ltd.
Lines in the newsletter archives on our website or by mail (6633 Nieman Rd., Shawnee, KS 66203),
visit the Wyeast site.
e-mail to bacchus@bacchus-barleycorn.com or
give us a call 913 962 2501 by Tuesday, March
14, 2017. We anticipate delivery the week of
Hop Rhizomes
March 20th. You will be notified via email when
The hop plant (Humulus Lupulus) is a perennial
the rhizomes arrive. Growing instructions are
that produces climbing annual vines from a
included with your order.
perennial crown and rootstock. The vines may
Hop Rhizome Order Form
$5.25 per Rhizome
Quantity

Quantity

Quantity

____ Brewers Gold

____ Fuggle

____ Nugget

____ Cascade

____ Kent Golding

____ Sterling

____ Centennial

____ Mt Hood

____ Willamette

____ Chinook

____ Magnum

____ Columbus (AKA Tomahawk, Zeus
or CTZ)

____ Crystal

Name: ________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________ State: ______Zip: __________________
Phone: (____) ______________________ Phone: (____) ________________________
e-mail: _________________________________________________________________
e-mail: _________________________________________________________________
Order information must be received by 3/14/2017

Brewer’s Gold – High yielding bittering hop, ancestor to most high alpha hops, alpha 8-9%
Cascade – Good yielding, floral American aroma type, disease resistant, alpha 5-6%
Centennial - Good yielding, similar to Cascade with higher alpha, moderated disease resistance, alpha
8-10%
Chinook – Good yielding high alpha hop, moderate disease resistance, alpha 10-13%
Crystal – Hallertau hybrid, more vigorous and disease resistant, alpha 4-6%
Fuggle – Early ripening, low yielding traditional English aroma type, alpha 4-5%
Kent Golding – Moderate yielding, old English aroma type, alpha 4-6%
Magnum – High yielding German high alpha, vigorous and disease resistant, alpha 12-14%
Mt. Hood – Hallertau hybrid, more vigorous and disease resistant, alpha 4-6%
Nugget – High yielding, vigorous disease resistant high alpha hop, alpha 12-15%
Sterling – Saaz hybrid, much better yielding with similar aroma, alpha 6-9%
Sorachi Ace – moderate yield, moderated disease resistance, alpha 10-16%
Willamette – Moderate yielding, triploid hybrid of English Fuggle, alpha 4-6%
Columbus - American aromatic high-alpha hop with noticeable bitterness. Also known as Tomahawk
and Zues or CTZ. The same hop got three different names by different hop dealers. Confusing, but
true. Vigorous but susceptible to mildew diseases, alpha 15.0%
Alpha = average bittering rating for brewing purposes
Upon obtaining the rhizomes, they should be stored in a plastic bag, slightly moistened, and kept in a
refrigerator until you are ready to plant them. Planting should be done after danger of heavy frost and
before the days are too long and hot. It is not recommended that hop rhizomes be planted after the 1st
of June in the Kansas City region.
"We brewers don't make beer, we just get all the ingredients together and the beer makes itself."
---- Fritz Maytag, President Anchor Brewing

